1998 dodge ram 1500 engine

I have replaced all tune up parts, pick-up coil, ignition coil Dan answered 8 years ago. Ceramic
ignition resistor block on the firewall has failed, if you replace it the issue should go away.
David answered 6 years ago. I also had the same problem i replaced the idle air control valve
and it solved my problem hope this helps cost me 15 bucks. Dodge answered 5 years ago. Did
you figure it out? If your truck has theft with a code key. It could be the theft module. Came
across that problem on a Intrepid. When the module shut down, it couldn't read the key coad
and would turn the car off. If you don't have theft, I would check the crank sensor. It could be
going bad. Jeremy answered 5 years ago. Trevor answered 5 years ago. Joshua answered 5
years ago. If its the computer it should give you a code one your odometer saying no bus. Mine
had the same problem a few years ago. I was told that my Ram does this same thing because
my engine is wearing and the fines are poluting a sensor. My started sounding like a deisel
about 5 years ago. I was told it would be several thousand to fix it, but it really gave me no
problems. Once in awhile at 70 or 75mph it would start surging. But that was rare and no big
deal. I think I'm now at a point where I need to sell or repair. IT is happengin every week or two.
Dodgeguyknick answered 5 years ago. I have a Dodge Ram with a 5. I let it sit for a second then
tried to start it back up and it wouldn't start unless pedal was full throttle so I took the old fuel
pump out and put a new one in and it still runs only for a second then you try to give it gas and
it shuts off I mean this truck has no power. I replaced the ignition coil too and no change. I just
don't see how it goes from running great to nothing at all. If you have replaced the pickup coil in
the distributor the crank sensor will do this a lot, it is located on the passenger side at the top of
the transmission between the engine and transmission, it can be removed from top just lay on
the cool engine, passenger side and 2 bolts hold it on , it slips straight up and out, they are
pricey, but that is what normally goes out on the ones I have repaired Oscar answered 5 years
ago. Where gas filter in maybe I need to replace.. Ok, I posted a while back about the electronic
control was killing me because no diagnostic codes would occur. I could force failures to
determine my diagnostic tool was working. After checking everything that goes into the module
was ok and not failing I took a chance and swapped it out with one from a junk yard. Fixed in
and has been doing fine for almost 10K miles now. Still you got to wonder how many have died
when this defect shows up. The damn thing always overheated and died just as I would pull out
in traffic. I am glad I did not take it to the shop to have it diagnosed. I doubt they would have
ever figured it out since it was intermittent. Savagequeen answered 5 years ago. I have a Dodge
ram 4x4 v8 magnum 5. But as the truck did to me today I was driving in an intersection and it
completely died no steering no breaks nothing mind u I'm a 22 year old small girl almost
crashed into to someone but it does start right back up but I'm so scared at having to stop at a
light bc it idils almost at "0". At this point I don't know what to do I gave it a complete tune up
and all but getting worse as the days go on! I had the same problem captain kirk here to help it
cuts off because some way it lose power I put a zip tie on the cord to hold the wire on the top of
the coil and bottom tie I promise you it would fix your problem cost let then a buck let me know
if it solve the problem because I had no check engine light on or nothing. Robert B. Well I had
same problem and poured about dollars into it and found out it was just clogged fuel filter on
the pump in tank. Madhatta21 answered 5 years ago. My best guess is you have you have an
emissions problem. Your getting air in your gas line and your O2 sensor is doing it's job
identifying that. I had the same issue on my Could be something as small as a loose gas cap to
a clogged catalytic converter. Inspect your fuel lines and filler neck on your tank that's where
my problem was. Dry rotted hose. Leaked gas when I went to fill up my tank. All I did was take it
apart and applied self forming gasket around the seal gasoline resistant of course put her back
on and righted the hose clamp. Disconnected my battery from the positive terminal for 20 mins
and just like that no check engine light no issues. Been 6 months since her last stall.
PastorRussell answered 5 years ago. Had the same problem in a V8 4x4. Changed out the
ignition sensor and the problem went away. DaniNycole answered 5 years ago. Sometimes she
starts up just fine, I can drive all day with out it dying. Other times, like right now it won't start,
when it dies it just goes. No warnings. But I've noticed that when I get to about 25mph, that's
when I lose steering and breaks, and all my engine lights come on Jeremymadden answered 5
years ago. I've got a Dodge Ram model my girlfriend set off the anti theft system but I turned it
off drove it for two days then it shut off again tries to start but won't. Checked the fuel rail and it
was getting gas I asked everybody I knew if they knew why it was doing that. Is there anyway to
fix it? Because when you poor gas down the throttle body it will start right up just won't stay
started. Andrew answered 5 years ago. I have a 99 dodge ram van with the 5. Alternator try
unplugging the snap in connector and driving it , if it clears! Pena answered 4 years ago. Dodge
ram turn of after 30 minutes I have no idea what it could be help me please!! Guru61JQ
answered 3 years ago. We have a alt quad, it would do it more when we had a locking gas cap,
took that off. It has happened a few times 2- 3 since then. Guru9X5T8 answered 3 years ago. I

have a Dodge truck when I'm driving my truck it feels like it wants to cut off but it does not cut
off what is the problem can anyone tell me. Guru9CZFT answered 3 years ago. Get rid of the
dodge and get a ford are chevy wich is what im about to do they constantly keep having all
kinds of issues sell it while u can. Judy answered 3 years ago. PimkDodge95 answered 3 years
ago. I have a dodge ram 4x4 5. My truck is a 5 speed manual shift. Ext cab truck. I would be
driving it and all of a sudden shut off. It will start back up after some minutes go by. I have
replaced all of theses parts. I put a new batery on today checked all vacum lines. I have no clue
on wat to do Crank sensor gettin changed 2moro. Plz help. I need my ride cant aford a new 1.
Plz plz plz. For you Judy. I put a new crank sensor in today hoping it would fix it. But
unfortunately it didnt. So basically is what i need to do is go back down to truck an jus check all
grounds and check all wire hookups. Its my daughters first truck and im just totally lost on it. I
will do wire checks an double check everything. Ok i went checked all wires. What i can see
none are bare,all are connected an all grounds in place. Double checked vacum lines. All is
hooked up and in the right place according to diagrams i got from auto zone. Is what i dont
understand is it will run fine sitting still. I can go forward a bit an then back. But wen i go to
leave parking lot i make it to the stop sign an it jus shuts off. Wait a few minutes are so an it will
start back up. I just dont know what to do. See thing about it is that the truck will run fine sitting
still. Idles freat. I can rev the engine up and it will run great. But as soon as i take off in 1st gear
it will go about 35 to maybe 40 feet and just shut off i mean bam no lights on dash are anything.
Wait a bit an it starts back up. I will check to see if i have any wires underneath bare. Also check
ground i did a fuel pump swap last week so i double check. I will let you know what i find. I will
also do the engine light test if it lets me. There is no catalytic converter on her truck so check
engine light stays on. Thx Judy. No it sure didnt. Truck has been doing this for a month now
going on 2 months. I swapped fuel pump to hope fix problem. I have a 91dodge Van was
shutting off while I driving find out the craftsensor was bad and is located inside the distributor
on a 5. My 97 B it did the same thing, when cold start would die unless you held your foot just
above idle for less than a minute. It was the idle air control valve. Bill answered 2 years ago.
Kiernan answered 2 years ago. My Dodge Dakota is similar except the stalling happens at
parkway speeds. Fortunately I don't lose steering or breaks but I think that is because it is a
standard. It is a V8, 6-speed standard out of CA. The difference I have is it will not restart until I
totally turn the key totaly off. Then it starts right up and would go 15 - 20 miles or more. It varies.
I nursed it home from PA a month ago. Garage said there was a number of codes but with none
showing when I dropped it they could do nothing. Sure enough the day I was to leave with a
trailer for Maine I didn't make it feet Second try a bit further. Pulled over to get trailer of the road
and dropped it there and stalled 3 more times in the 5 Mike trip to the dealer. They had their light
or code. I rented another vehicle to go north. They replaced an O2 sensor or something. I
hitched the trailer back in and headed back to Maine and the third party of my journey. Up and
back no problem or around town no problem. A week ago Decided last minute to go watch
greatgrand's at a 4-H fair in NY approx miles. Returning, on NYS Tway it started again. What to
do? Push it and limp home. They for next exit? No lights mind you. When it stalls everything is
working Radio, lights I did not this time it was running a bit wander than usual.. AC on and got
day plus a big rain storm. The last time it did feel like a clunk and when I restarted it it would not
even go five feet. Buck and stop abruptly. No check engine light or codes. Luckily I have good
towing insurance and that got it back to the garage for not to much money. That was a week ago
they also can't get it to move. They will look okay it Monday or Tues. They complain I have too
many wires. It has , miles. Stupid stuff. I can pull one fuse to disconnect radios etc. No they say
that won't matter! I read in a forum But can't find it again One person head this happen at , miles
and again at , I forget actual 's. Well, this is the second go around for this truck. I cannot
remember what the fix was or who fixed it. I do remember it too a year to get it the first time. I
don't think it was a dealer who found the problem either. Sadly he had illnesses that made him
retire. The other complaint I have is the front end is forever having problems and yes I believe
there is a problem with these trucks. The dealers want to sell new trucks and have no incentive
to fix them. I'm dealing now with a new dealer. Dodge forced my last dealer out of business and
this place bought them out. This is long but I hope I may have added some points that someone
will note something. GuruXG9L3 answered 2 years ago. It's the module that's in the large long
fuse box under the hood dealing with cranking. Guru2HK4G answered 11 months ago. Hi I have
a Dodge I put everything new on it plugs fuel pump change the oil and it turns on for a few
minutes or so and then it turns off what could be my problem. I have replaced all tune up p I
have a Dodge Ram and it will shut off Randomly after when it get wormed up. And we replaced
the PCM wiring harness and still nothing. And it doesn't start up right away and it says no b I
have a Ram with the 4. Every winter the check engine light constantly comes on for the Cam
positioning sensor. I have replaced it 6 times in 3 years. Now when its really cold the tr Idles fine

but it shuts off after a few minutes in gear. Have to hold pedal to floor to get it started and after
putting it back in gear it shuts off when pushing gas pe I have a different car. Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
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inquiry from. Just like the 2 previous conversion vans, coughs hiccups, dies for no reason,
dealership ripped me off said I needed a new computer, waited for 30 while they had it in the
shop. Every single thing is just about been replaced except for the engine and transmission. I
am losing my mind cant tell you how many mechanics have looked at this and all I get is " well
lets try this" which of course is not free. I am so discouraged and neither of the previous vans
seem to have any answers to their problems. My van is beautiful I bought her right off the lot,
did all the right things to make sure she lasted a long time. What is wrong with this puzzle?
Some one must have an answer for a problem that is not just mine, somebody HELP!!! I own a
Dodge Ram Conversion Van with miles and for the past week it constantly stalls out. No
warning just stalls out. Took the car into the repair garage locally and they could not find out
the problem because there is no engine light on, so there is no message sent to the central
computer system for the guys to check. Could it be the fuel pump , or the relay for the fuel
pump. Or is it something altogether different. Until I get an error message on the computer the
mechanic said he cannot tell me the problem. I drive it around town , it stalls I re- start it, it stalls
I sit and wait. It starts again I drive it feet. It Stalls again, I pull over I sit and wait
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again. It starts, It goes feet It stalls again. Etc Etc Etc,. And remember no engine light coming
on to tell me what the problem is. I think its time to get rid of this van , more problems in the 1st
month and more trips to the mechanic, and more freaken MONEY Going to another state and the
engine died halfway there. We had to go to a Dodge dealership that was close and they didn't
want to pay for the hotel or anything like that. We had to stay for 3 days in another state. If you
have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Dodge dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure
3 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Ram problem yet. Be
the first! Find a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip
code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

